E3 Attendance focuses on chronic absenteeism and its impact on student performance outcomes. Teams learn about the factors that impact student attendance, receive chronic absentee data to evaluate their practices, and develop a strategic attendance plan.

Workshop and support services where leaders and teams will:

- Learn about chronic absenteeism and the relationship between attendance and outcomes.
- Analyze data to identify chronic absenteeism trends.
- Study the five factors that impact student attendance: culture, data, capacity, policies, and engagement.
- Engage in a protocol to evaluate current campus practice.
- Create an actionable, detailed campus plan to lead change.

E3 Alliance values shared leadership and designs workshop experiences so they are intentionally integrated with collaboration and processing time for leaders and teams.

E3 Attendance aligns with these prioritized levers of the Effective Schools Framework:

- Prioritized Lever 1: Strong School Leadership
- Prioritized Lever 2: Effective, Well-Supported Teachers
- Prioritized Lever 3: Positive School Culture and Planning

WHAT EDUCATORS ARE SAYING ABOUT E3 ATTENDANCE

“I loved getting to work together with my campus team to develop an attendance plan that benefits ALL students. And, we can start tomorrow.”
- Teacher, Hays CISD

“The five components that impact student attendance were helpful in focusing our thinking and allowed us to make us a better plan to improve student attendance overall.”
- Assistant Principal, Elgin ISD

DISCOVER PROVEN SOLUTIONS TODAY

LEARN MORE: services.e3alliance.org

CONTACT:
Lori Davis • (512) 689-9776
ldavis@e3alliance.org

E3 Alliance is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization based in Central Texas providing proven, data-driven services to improve student outcomes across the state of Texas.
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